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Welcome to BEST STEPS...

How to use the BEST STEPS GCSE resource:
BEST STEPS (Student Transitions to Enable Progress in Science) GCSE consists of a set of teaching progressions for biology, chemistry and physics. These use 
diagnostic questions from the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) Project and GCSE examination questions to check student understanding of some key 
scientific concepts.
BEST STEPS GCSE facilitates an individualised approach by using formative assessment to identify the educational needs of students. This enables support to be 
provided to some students to address gaps in their understanding. Extension material may be offered to those students identified as having secure understanding, 
to ensure that they are not held back. Appropriate extension material could involve the application of understanding of a key concept to an unfamiliar context. 
All GCSE subject content in this resource has been taken from the Department for Education subject guidelines (upon which all specifications in England are 
based), meaning that this resource is suitable for all GCSE specifications. The topics selected are studied by all students regardless of tier and are required for both 
combined science and triple science specifications. However, the science concepts developed are universal, so the resource can also be used to support students 
studying for equivalent qualifications in other countries.
Introducing the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) resources:
Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) is a collection of free research evidence-informed resources for effective teaching of difficult ideas, embedded formative 
assessment and adaptive lesson planning. It is initially focused on science at ages 11-14, although new materials are now being written to extend BEST to support 
students aged 11-16.
Research evidence-informed progression toolkits for key concepts in science are available free to download from the BEST website.
Each progression toolkit includes:
• appropriately-sequenced learning steps;
• diagnostic questions that provide evidence of learning and of common misunderstandings; and
• response activities that promote purposeful practical work, metacognition and conceptual progression.
If you are unfamiliar with the BEST resources, a short introduction may be downloaded from the BEST website here. You may also find it helpful to watch an 
introductory webinar on the project - “Introduction to Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST)” - which can be found in the “Secondary (11-19) science education” 
section here on the ASE website.

https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching
https://www.stem.org.uk/sites/default/files/pages/downloads/BEST_introduction_article.pdf
https://www.ase.org.uk/news/ase-coronavirus-resources-free-covid-19-science-education-support-webinar-series#Secondary%20(11-19)%20science%20education


Welcome to BEST STEPS...

How to use the BEST STEPS GCSE resource:
The eight topics may be used in any order so use the topics in the order that works best for your students. The resource provides a sequence of three questions for 
each topic, which together develop conceptual understanding of a key concept. Give your students the introductory question to start with. If students are successful 
give them the next question. If students have not grasped the introductory level idea, provide additional material or teaching that will develop their understanding, 
before continuing to the next question in the progression. Use the final GCSE question to check that your students can apply their conceptual understanding at 
GCSE level. 
 
How to navigate the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) resources
For your convenience, the BEST diagnostic questions used in these progressions are hyperlinked from each topic page - just click on the question image.
The BEST resources are categorised into “big ideas”, with the “big ideas” in chemistry being:
• Substances and properties (CSU) 
• Particles and structure (CPS)
• Chemical reactions (CCR)
• Earth chemistry (EEA)
Use the three letter codes to help you navigate the full set of resources on the BEST website. Here you will find response activities for each diagnostic question used 
in BEST STEPS GCSE 11-14 subject maps and much more. 

Using the GCSE questions
Clicking on the image of each GCSE question will bring up a word version of the question, guidance on how this can help to identify gaps in your students’ 
understanding and the official mark scheme.
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Fractional distillation of crude oil
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

A chemical substance has a 
characteristic melting point and boiling 
point and can exist in different states.

Change of state may be used to 
separate solutions.

Crude oil is a mixture of hydrocarbons 
that can be separated using fractional 
distillation.

BEST Key concept CSU1.1:
Substance

BEST Key concept CSU1.3:
Separating solutions

GCSE Subject content:
Fractional distillation of crude oil

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYcgEyU_3yFlw2WfQ?e=ojnQi9
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYYEGgQqUVKnxlNVQ?e=o3RvhO
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcROeuBnPJMhuTJIsw?e=4RscjN


Structure and properties of matter
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

The particle model of matter can explain 
the properties of substances in the 
solid, liquid and gas states.

The properties of elements and 
compounds arise from the structural 
arrangement of their constituent atoms.

The structure of a substance and the 
relative strength of chemical bonds 
and intermolecular forces explain the 
different temperatures at which changes 
of state occur.

BEST Key concept CPS1.1:
Particle model for the solid, liquid and 
gas state

BEST Key concept CPS2.1: 
Atoms and molecules

GCSE Subject content:
Structure and properties of matter

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYhV1dj_4Ex-JcFsg?e=aD1uP9
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYdVNWXqIok8GUU2w?e=if3qjB
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcROeuBnPJMhuTJIsw?e=4RscjN
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uXo4Jqd9fJBIFWChHbjfAW9NRvYcnVFD/view?usp=sharing


Understanding chemical equations
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

During a chemical reaction, atoms are 
rearranged and a new substance (or 
substances) are formed with different 
properties.

A chemical reaction may be summarised 
by a chemical equation.

The names and symbols of common 
elements and compounds and the 
principle of conservation of mass may 
be used to write formulae and balanced 
chemical equations.

BEST Key concept CPS3.1:
Rearrangement of atoms

BEST Key concept CPS4.1:
Representing reactions

GCSE Subject content:
Understanding chemical equations

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYgeg5BxBJrSXK7WA?e=V70dw7
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYa3ZwQTGrOvcM9Jw?e=GhkMPD
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t9qLRuYi-y2d9v1UJPVXHJSNQiyUNzCO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t9qLRuYi-y2d9v1UJPVXHJSNQiyUNzCO/view?usp=sharing


Energy changes
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Energy cannot be created or destroyed. During a chemical reaction energy 
may be transferred to or from the 
surroundings. 

The energy change of an exothermic 
or endothermic reaction can be 
represented on a reaction profile.

BEST Key concept CCR3.1:
Exothermic and endothermic reactions

BEST Key concept CCR3.1: 
Exothermic and endothermic reactions

GCSE Subject content:
Energy changes

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYjR-4i1dV8X4t_kQ?e=YfD8xq
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYiKWMNtjuKxF08mA?e=twuUkj
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1todzsPcqeVu_-21_o2uNj8ve2TnrM1Yh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1todzsPcqeVu_-21_o2uNj8ve2TnrM1Yh/view?usp=sharing


Rates of reaction
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

During a chemical reaction, a new 
substance (or substances) are formed 
with different properties.

A chemical reaction is summarised by a 
chemical equation.

Rate of reaction is a measure of the 
amount of product formed in a unit of 
time (or the amount of reactant lost). 

BEST Key concept CCR1.1: 
Formation of new substance

BEST Key concept CPS4.1:
Representing reactions

GCSE Subject content:
Rates of reaction

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYlt9GedA9BFS4t-g?e=qhNjb9
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYlt9GedA9BFS4t-g?e=WMn5h0
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYeZ7jPJ9DWkyCMmw?e=stSDLa
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nARcM--QdpKC7b8tySj2KrO_g-B_Du06/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nARcM--QdpKC7b8tySj2KrO_g-B_Du06/view?usp=sharing


Bonding
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

The force of attraction between the 
nucleus and electrons is an electrostatic 
force.

The structure of an atom may be 
represented by an atomic model.

Chemical bonding may be explained in 
terms of electrostatic forces. Chemical 
bonds may be modelled using a variety 
of representations.

BEST Key concept CPS6.1:
Atomic model

BEST Key concept CPS6.1:
Atomic model

GCSE Subject content:
Bonding

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYbcl5ebEUPPOut0w?e=ArveeF
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYbcl5ebEUPPOut0w?e=Swmbdj
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYZ9oYsXz3C0zFx8Q?e=vBmVEH
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o4nYZfDqcoaeEFtoWQ5UR9EaMdJexBa5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o4nYZfDqcoaeEFtoWQ5UR9EaMdJexBa5/view?usp=sharing


Periodic Table
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Trends in physical properties of the 
elements can be used to predict 
properties of unfamiliar elements.

When sequenced by atomic number, 
elements with similar chemical 
properties recur at periodic intervals.

The reactions and probable reactivity of 
elements may be predicted from their 
positions in the Periodic Table.

BEST Key concept CSU4.1:
Trends in physical properties

BEST Key concept CCR5.1:
Periodic patterns

GCSE Subject content:
Periodic Table

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYXtaOGhKyoquitkg?e=PwkJeO
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYftHTwBNnpJIuUog?e=kKm6rV
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qVZ4VLBYoFIfKNqmbR2TfNBIrqps-jBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qVZ4VLBYoFIfKNqmbR2TfNBIrqps-jBy/view?usp=sharing


Atmospheric pollutants
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Additional substances (pollutants) may 
be added to the air, which can affect air 
quality both locally and at a distance.

During combustion, new products are 
formed from the combination of oxygen 
with the fuel.

Atmospheric pollutants include sulfur 
dioxide and oxides of nitrogen. These 
are produced as a result of burning 
fossil fuels.

BEST Key concept EEC1.1:
Air quality

BEST Key concept CCR2.2:
Combustion

GCSE Subject content:
Atmospheric pollutants

https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYW_yXdbnQxaUx16Q?e=JA83bg
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYk76I2ZojVg3pyuw?e=XQSt6D
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bchh2FxWH5eJ9xX6rHKsOxDakwi4OX09/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bchh2FxWH5eJ9xX6rHKsOxDakwi4OX09/view?usp=sharing


NEXT STEPS....
We are hoping that you find these progressions useful, but there may be concepts that have not been covered in this resource that you would like to create. This step by 
step guide will help you develop your own teaching progressions...www.ase.org.uk

Although the publisher has made every effort to obtain permissions for any third party material in these resources, we would ask that anyone with concerns should contact info@ase.org.uk


